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ABSTRACT 
The structure and magnetic properties of the unidirectionally 
·s.olidified Bi-MnBi eutectic are studied over a range of f:ro ... ·th 
rates from 0.83 to 630 cm/h . Considerable changes in tr1e micro-
structure of the eutectic occur in this range. TI1e structure is 
composed of MnBi rods embedded in a Bi matrix. The rods are 
faceted with a predominant triangular shape and are parallel to 
the ingot axis except at fast growth rate where the rods become 
predominantly radial . 
·At slow and medium growth rates the Bi-~1nBi eutectic is 
ferromagnetic with a strong anisotropy. At fast gro\•;tr1 rates the 
·material has a nearly isotropic ferromagnet ism due to rar1<lomi ::a-
tion of the MnBi rods. The constricted nature of the h)'Stcrosis 
loops for the growth rates between 2.2 to about 10 cm/h indi-
Cates the of two magnetic phases. These rest1 l ts . 
presence 
are 1n-
terpreted in terms of the two ferromagnetic MnBi phases reported 
by Heikes (1955) • 
·• 
•. 
,; 
.. _ .. 
... 
• 
• 
·~·:· 
. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ferromagnetic nature of manganese bismuth alloys was first 
creported by Heusler (1) in 1904. Thielman (2) published the 
first magnetization curve for MnBi and found a value of 603 cmu/cm3 
for the saturation magnetization. Guillaud (3) 
tigated the properties of MnBi and established experimentally that 
the coercive force increased with the reduction of particle size. 
He found that the intrinsic coercive force varies approxi;;1:itcly as 
1/d where d is the average particle size. The particle si::c was 
Varied from 3.3 to 90 microns, and a maximum intrinsic coercive 
,force 0£ 12,000 Oe was obtained for the loose po1,Jer of 3.3 microns. 
The particles of MnBi were mechanically obtained and no further re-
~ction of the particle size could be achieved because of cluster-
ing and of the very pyrophoric nature of the powder. Guillaud also 
found that the anisotropy constant K1 of MnBi 1,as 11 .6 x 106 erg/c:a3 
which is the highest value known for any material. 
In order to take advantage, of the large anisotropy, the par-
ticles must all have their easy magnetization directions parallel. 
For aligned particles ·of MnBi of about 0.8 micron, Adams, et al. (4) 
have calculated the theoretical intrinsic coercive force to be a-
bout 35,000 Oe. They actually developed a pennanent magnet made :I 
of small MnBi particles aligned in a field and held in a norunag-
netic binder. This magnet showed a maximum intrinsic coercive 
.\ 
) 
The study of unidirectionally solidified Bi-MnBi eutectic seemed 
v:ery attractive since it provides a fine dispersion of :'vfnBi particles 
in a nonmagnetic bismuth matrix. An important characteristic of the 
System is that all the MnBi particles can be aligned \.;itr1 tl1eir easy· 
axis parallel to the growth direction. Therefore this system could, 
in one step, provide the formation and the alignment of ~mBi particles 
;in: a. nonmagnetic matrix. Also, by increasing t11e growt}1 rate finer 
.eutectic IDicrostructures can be achieved (5). TI1is 1)l1enomcnon could 
therefore provide smaller particles than the smallest obtained by 
Guillaud and therefore, intrinsic coercive forces larger than 12,000 Oe 
c ruld be expected. A previous investigation on the Au-Co aligned 
eutectic system (6) has produced increasing coercive forces with 
i:nc:re.asing growth rates. 
No investigation has been made of the magnetic properties re-
sulting £rom various growth rates for the Bi-~1nBi S)~stem. Although 
the volume fraction of :MnBi is small, the possibilit)r of dc\'eloping 
I a permanent 1Dagnet is attractive because of tl1e extremcl)' i1if!11 \·alue 
of the crystalline anistropy of MnBi. Also, no information ;.ias a\rail-
able on the e£fect of varying growth rates on the structure of the 
Bi-MnBi eutectic. 
• 
The purpose of this investigation is therefore to study the ef-
£ect of the growth rate on both the structure and the magnetic 
• 
J 
:,: 
• 
·, 
·1,· • 
• 
·, 
.• 
•. 
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• 
properties of the unidirectionally solidified eutectic. 
" 
., 
I 
... 
. . 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
·Master·Heat·Preparation 
Specimens of the Bi-MnBi eutectic were prepared from 99.999\ 
bismuth obtained from the American Smelting and Rcfini nf: c:o:::11any 
and 99.8% manganese made available by the ?i.iining and ~-1ctals c1ivi-
.siq11 o.f the Union Carbide Corporation. The detailed anal)'Ses of ~ 
th.ese ·materials are listed in Table 1. The p11~sc diagram (7) 
(Figure 1) indicates that the eutectic reaction takes place at 
i62°c a:ncl. a.t 97. 8 atom% Bi. 
Ab·out SOg· of the manganese and bismuth pellets in the pro-
,PO.+t:iorts 0£ 99.4% Bi to 0.6% Mn by weight were sealed under vac-
fur-
The tubes were placed in . an air 
glass tubes. 
nace at 580°C for 72 hours. This amount of time \a:as neccssarv· to i 
insure homogenization because of the slow formation of the ?-tnBi 
phase through a peri tee tic reaction at 446°C. TI1e me 1 t \,.·as mecl1an-
;i:cally stirred by shaking every 12 hours. The sa.i11?lcs \.;ere solid-
ified under a flow of argon. Because of the 3% expansion of bis-
muth upon solidification, the glass tubes cracked and the argon 
atmosphere was necessary to avoid oxidation. 
The resulting ingots were cylinders 0.6 cm in diameter and 
about 15 cm long. For a few specimens, the brittleness of bismuth 
caused the ingots to break in several parts during the removal of 
' 
--~· 
• 
.. 
,. 
•, 
' 
;. 
p 
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the glass splinters. 
" ·unidirectional Solidification 
The master heat ingots were cleaned in methanol and placed in 
a high purity graphite crucible as sl10\a;n in Figure 2. The crucible • 
consists of two parts to facilitate the extraction of the ingot and 
is slightly conical to avoid breakage during solidification. TI1e 
crucible was placed in the controlled solidification unit schemati-
cally shown in Figure 3 and tl1e sam1)l es remc 1 tcd under a f 1 ow of 
argon for 90 ininutes. The sol id i_fi cation t1r1 it 1 .. s ,: c-· s : '7 "" ..... <l' s O "·"'at • \.,1. .•. l > '''"'. • "'" •• 
the £urnace section and waterspray section are moved togct:1cr ·...-i1i le 
the ingot remains stationary. This arrangement is0lated ti1c sample 
from any vibration introduced by tl1e drive mechanism. Rates from 
0.83 to 630 cm/hour were investigated. 
' ·Annealing 
I 
Some samples were annealed at 2osoc for 30 minutes in evac-
uated glass tubes. This annealing ternpe1 .. ature corresp,onds to O. 9 Tmp 
where Tmp is the melting temperature of tr1e eutectic. TI1e ft1rnacc 
was turned of£ and the specimens were then cooled to room tempera-
ture over a period of 20 hours. 
.,, . 
~-· 
.... ·:7 ·-
~1_icro.:structure Observation 
The area studied for each of the specimens was about 6 cm from 
the end at which the solidification started. Longitudinal and trans-
Yerse specimens were hand cut and held in a wooden holder to insure 
'.p,:rop·er orientation with respect to the axis of t1'1e c~;{li!1dcr. 111cv· 
" we~e then .mounted in bake.lite and the sections were grot1r1<l on SiC 
,wet paper from 240 grit size through 600 grit size and \.,·ere polished 
·on felt laps with 1.0 micron alumina powder. Altl1ot1gl1 bismt1tl1 is 
qµite brittle it is also remarkably soft. The s Cr at CI'\ Cs 1,ii Cr C V C rr 
... dif£icult to eliminate and therefore electrolytic polisl1ing \•ias in-
vestigated. From the literature two solutions are available for the 
electro-polishing of bismuth. One (8) \.;as a mixtt1rc of 9.io ::.i i 1 i-
liters of saturated potassium bromide solution and 60 milliliters of 
cc1ncentrated hydrochloric acid. The polishing was good on only part 
·of tl1e sample • The best results were obtained wi tl1 a mixture of 
980 milliliters of saturated potassium iodide and 20 milliliters of 
concentrated hydrochloric acid (9). 
I 
The contact ,.,.·as m.aclc th roll? h 
'y the bakelite mount by a brass screw. Unifonn bright surfaces \.;ere 
obtained when the polished surface was placed horizontally in the 
bath facing the bottom of the beaker. The open ci rct1i t voltage of 
.f 
the· stainless steel cathode was set at about 11 volts. A current 
density of about 220 amperes per square decimeter with a S volt drop ",a, 
' 
II 
\( 
I 
\ 
I 
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across the cell was thus used during polishing. One or two periods 
of about 20 seconds duration were necessar\' to obtain a , 
The cathode-specimen distance was found to be a noncritical ;)a rancter. 
Contrast between the Bi matrix and the ~~Bi phase was • • st1cl\ tnat 
no etchant was required. The specimens '"'ere examined on a 
Polarizing Microscope equipped with Nomarski interference contrast 
objectives. 
Rod size was found by measurements from tl1e photographs of the 
transyerse section. \\111 en ever the rod s i z e \.; as no t u rt i f o 1-r.1 
oµt a section, a weighted average \•.1as calculated. n,c rod lcnf:ti, 
could be estimated by observing a l)olishc\.1 longitt1dinal section 
where the fibers are approximately paral lcl to ti1c sect 10n. 
Volume percent was determined by point count quan ti ta ti \te met-
all_ography and by areal analysis. The volume pcrccnta~~c was coi:.:;}arc<i 
·to calculated percentages from the phase diagram and from satt1ration 
-:magnetization values. 
The electropolishing attacks the MnBi phase preferentially so 
the polished surfaces could be replicated \-.itr1 an acetate slt1rn--. 
The dried fillilS were stripped from the surface a11cl ~ tncn 
Pt-C pellets and deposited with carbon. 1ne films were cut into sc .. all 
squares about 1.5 mm on each edge and laid in an acetone bath which 
dissolyed the acetate. The dried replicas ,.,,ere observed in an RC\. 
EMU3G electron .microscope at various magnifications. The roorpho logy 
0 
"" 
-· 
- 9 -
·and the· size of the transverse section of the rods was investigated 
and compared with the results from light microscopy. The same pro-
:c·edure was ut.ilized with fractured surfaces. 
Electron probe analysis, on an Applied Research Laboratories 
electron microprobe, was also used to check the size and the distri-
,bution of the rods . . . . : . .-., 
Ma;gne'tic. Measurements 
Th~- nta_gnetic data were obtained at room temperature on a Princeton 
Appl_ied Research, Model FMl vibrating sample rnagncto1ncter used \ .. ~i tl1 a 
1:2·"· V_arian electromagnet. The use of this equipn1e:1t \•:;1s rnacic ~1ossible 
by t·he Bell Telephone Laboratories at their Allentown \.;orks. 
The principle behind the operation of the VS~1 ( 10) 1s the meas-
urement of a small AC signal induced in a pair of fixed sensing coils 
by an oscillating dipole field. The source of tl1e dipole field is the 
me.chanical vibration of the sample perpen(licular to a uniforr.. DC :-:iag-
11etic field. The resulting AC signal is proportional to tl1c rnagr,ctic 
moment of the sample. Complex circuitry 1s necessary to extract the 
small AC signal from the noise and to min1rn1ze the drift. TI1c trans-
ducer in the electromechanical driver vibrates the sample vertical l)' 
--
at the end of a long rod at 80 Hz (Figure 4). Tile AC signal is 
picked up by the sensing coils and compared to a refer·ence signal R 
.. 
.. 
• 
• 
,· 
,. 
- 10 -
produced by a vibrating capacitor attached to the sample drive rod. 
The difference signal R-S is arnpli ficd and detected at a ;)hasc sen-
sitive detector. The DC output of t11c detector is 11roportiorial to 
the sample -magnetic moment. 
The maximum field available from the water-cooled elcctrcm.agr.et 
was approximately .14,000 Oe. The \'S~i had been pre\riousl:t cal ibra.tcd 
with an Fe sphere provided by the National Bureau of Standards. 
Because of its construltion, the \'SJ-.f rcqt1ired the spcclmens to 
·be smaller than 0.6 cm in diameter. 
·cylindrical section of the ingot, then the l1ori:.ontal field co;,1ld be 
applied only in the direction perpendicular to the rod axis. There-
fore., cylindrical samples were rnacl1incd pcrpcndicul ar to the ingot 
ax·is as shown in Figure S. TI1is co11figt1ration allo"1ic<l tl1c sarnplc to b·e: Totated such that any orientation of the field ,.,..i ti1 
the rods was possible. A flat was filed to insure good cc>r1tact .. ·ith 
the speciIDen holder. Due to the brittleness of tl1e ingots, ti1e C)"l-
inders were 1nachined on a Metals Researci1 Cor1). S.~·1.D. Senrornct s:1a.rk 
-machine using a 0.5 cm ID copper tube as tl1e tool.. 11,c natt1:-c of 
the spark-machining yielded a slightly conical shape. TI1c axis of 
the ingot was Jnarked on the 1nagnetic specimens before m.achining.. The 
' samp_les we-re then cleaned ultrasonically in an acetone bath for three 
-minutes. 
<; 
.. 
; 
\ 
! 
. ., 
I I 
· II 
--~-~-- --------
.... 
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The samples were glued with Ambroid cement to the vibrating rod, 
and introduced in the VS~1 so that tl1e mark on tl1e specimen would be 
parallel to the field. Even by . , ass tnnl 11g tna t t11c rods were Ilcrf cct 1 y p.a~al:lel to the mark, the small size of th.e s~1ecimcns introdt1ccd some 
.. 
-. 
imprecision in the positioning of the rods parallel to t11c fi cld .. Therefore, the field was increased from zero to 1,100 Oe and the 
sample rotated about its vertical axis so t11at tl,e magr1ctization 
would be maximized. Angular setting of the rod-sample assccl1ly could b.e .read from a radial dial. This setting was kept fixed during t?1c 
measurements of the intensity of the magnetization at various fields. The magnetization curve so obtained was called 11rnagnetiz.atior1 parallel to the rods". After rotating the sample goo from tl1e previol1s :)OS it ion. 
a inagnetizati.on curve was measured and cal led "rnag11eti zation perpcn-dicular ·t.o the rods.'' 
.. 
After initial measurements up to about 14,000 Oe, all the spec-imens were then saturated at 106,000 Oe. TI1e saturation was performed 
at the High Field Laboratory of the University" of Penr1sylva11ia in a Bitter type solenoid electromagTiet. The m.agnet is po 1,..-crcd l))f a rocga.·att 
range installation and was run at a current of 9000 amperes. n,e 
samples were held in a glass tube and were free to rotate in ti1c field and thus, were saturated in the easy magnetization dir·cction. The samples were then cleaned and remeasured on the 'iS~i. The dctl.3.g-
netization curves of the saturated samples were tl1en obtained on the YSM. 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
·•.: 
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RESULTS 
·structure 
All the specimens showed a structure characterized by ~tnBi rods 
embedded in a Bi matrix. Because of tl1e lo\.; ·voltm1c f1·action of the 
' < MnBi phase, the 1nicrostructure remains rod-like . . .. ~1 ro, · "" .-.. --, · 1 •· Ll I,,. ;.!~-.~t)l l. 
~, th c r a.i, g e 
0£ growth investigated. Three growth rates can be defined: 
(a) slow grov1th rates: R < 3 cro/h 
(b) medi tun growth rates: 3 cm/11 < R < 60 cm/h 
(c) fast gro\-1th rates: R > 60 an/h 
At slow growth rates the structure is aligned and the center of the 
ingot is uniform but surrounded by a degcr1cratc 
lllUl tigrained and coarser than the center area. TI1c • rocts 
. . . 
• .. r, .. - 1'":i .. S 1•1 • • ._ \- • 1 L .· 
. . 
l r\ t tl C C C n t C r 
area are triangular or V-shaped as shrn,;r\ in Figure 6 . The outer 
degenerate structure is much coarser and ,.,.er)' st1·ongl)' faceted. The 
cross section of the rods is complex, i.e .. , rectangle, L-si1a}1ed, 
lozenge or faceted doughnut (Figure 7). Anneali11g di<l not ci1;1:1Rc the 
shown in Figures 8 and 9. n1e ingots witll mediuo 
growth rates have a unifonn distribution of rods ·,,;hicl, arc fairly 
well parallel to the axis of the ingot. ~taI1Y of ... ·:-:,. ' ' '"!l"I'~,...., h .. \.. C m Ctl .,1._ u •.• rate " 
samples appear to have a single crystal Bi matrix. The rod sl1apc for 
these samples is almost exclusively triangular (Figure 10). However. 
• 
J 
• 
.. ~' 
'· 
~· 
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by electropolishing for a few minutes the ~tnBi rods are etched a.a,· 
- * 
and the holes left are rounded by electrocl1emical attack. n1crcforc, 
the electron replica shown in Figure 11 gi\1 cs a good J)iCtt1re of the 
I"' • 0 •· ... .., ,-.. l. \.. .. .... 
structure but not of the actual cross section .,. '"'I. d· s 
.. \,,J • • 
angular section of the rods was clearl}' demonstrated 1)}" a si1ort elec-
tropolishing as shown in Figure 12. Fracture studies showed that 
even at the fast growth rates the rods \,.icrc stil 1 sonc~hat faceted 
(Figure 13) . However, at these fast growth rates, colonr - . t C) !7, ;J. t .: 0 n 
appears (Figure 14) and the rods are at an ang 1 e ,,._,i ti, th c i n}~ot axis. 
Longittldinal sections showed that the rods are not perfectly 
straight (Figure 15). The actual rod length is difficult to evaluate. 
At slow growth rates, rods of about lrrun in length can be observed on 
longitudinal sections. A check on the wavy nature of • t:1e • roc.1s • canoe 
made by electron probe analysis by comparing sam1)le currc11t picttircs 
with manganese x-ray pictures. Because of the J)enetration of x-ra)'S 
:o·f about 1 micron, it can be seen that rods \a:l1icr1 looked unconnected 
.in the sample current picture (Figure 16) are in fact p~1rt:s of a con-
·tinuous rod (Figure 17). Therefore, due to tl1eir \ .. 'av)' nature, the 
._rods are actually longer than they appear on longitudinal sections. 
The volume fraction of MnBi was found to be 3.6 ± 0.2\ from 
areal analysis and about 4 ± 0.4% from random point count tech-
niques on transverse sections. Assuming a densi t)r for ~tnBi of 
8.6 g/cm3 (11) , the calculated volume fraction from the composition 
I 
• 
t 
' 
( 
' 
·' .. 
·· .. 
.-... 
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-1·:s. _: :3. ·3 ~, 
.· ..•.. 0. The agreement is acceptable and these values compare well 
w·ith· t.he 4% volume fraction found rnetallographical ly by Yim and 
Sto.fk.o (12) on the same system. 
Magnetic Properties 
Typical magnetization curves up to about 14,000 Oe are shown 
fo·r various growth rates parallel and perpcndict.1lar to tr1e rods in 
Fi· .. gures· 18 ,- 19 , and 20 . For growth rates of 300 and 630 cm/h • :,.:n ere 
the r.o.ds are predominantly radial to the ingot, the magneti:.ation 
·:i.s ·isotropic and rotation of the specimen in tl1e field did not pro-
duce any maximum in the magnetization. Tn e rat }1 c r tl n t1 s t 1 a 1 ''c·~o·1s,.., 't"''t. cte·d. s- • •· \.. .. .... 
loop'' f.ound at slow and medium rates \-1as obtained cor1sister1tly and is 
·hot due to an uncertainty in the measurements. It can be noted that 
the remanant magnetization, d ' . . . , an tne 1ntr1ns1c 
Hci, decrease with increasing growth rates. 
' 
.orcc, 
, .......... ,. ... ~ 
"u •• ,,c·~ 
do not have a zero slope at the maximum field, \,;l1icl1 clcarl:," ir)dicatcs 
that the material has not reacl1ed satuT·ation. This is obsc~~~ed for 
the magnetization parallel to the rods and, more tlk1rkc<ll)", perpendicular 
to the rods. 
'!he true demagnetization curves parallel to the rods obtained 
after saturation in a-field of 106,000 Oe arc presented in Figures 
21, 22, and 23 • The maximtnn residual magr1e ti:: at io:1 ·,..- as f o~.~::d to 
be parallel to the axis of the ingots except for the 630 cm/h growth 
' ··~ 
l 
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' rate where the maximum residual magnetization was at a 40° angle 
f-rom the axis of the ingot. 
The curves of the intrinsic coercive force, Hci , versus growth 
-rate and of Hci rod . presented . Figt1rcs ") * • ., 5 VeT'SUS size are 1n J. ~- ,! ... ~, 
... • u 
- .. 
• 
The data from Guillaud (3) on mechanically obtained ~tnBi particles, 
. Figure 25 • are also presented 1n 
.. 
·,. 
. ' .. , . 
.•. 
.. 
·.~. 
:, 
) 
-~. 
,.•.,• 
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DISCUSSION 
· · Structure 
The results of .IDetallographic examination agreed with the avail-
able information on phase equilibria for tl1c Bi-~·n1Bi S)~stc.:1 (7). Only 
the two phases Bi and Mn Bi \oJere observed. TI1c volume ncrccnt of .. 
the MnBi phase is in good agreement \Yith the volume fraction calcu-
lated from the phase diagram. 
The rodlike structure of the controlled eutectic is characteris-
·t·ic of this system. This type of structur--c has r)ccn I)rC\'iously· re-
·ported by Yim and Stofko· (12) and by Noot11ove11 \'an c;oor ar1<.l :ijlstra 
(::1.3). The structure remair1s rodlike tl1roughout tl1e range of gro\ta·ti1 
:rates investigated indicating that it is the stab le morpi10 log)·. The 
stability is also clearly demonstrated by anr1cal ing near tl1e melting 
point; no visible effect on the structure \-.·as obscr\red. \,11.ilc !·~nBi 
powders are reported to be unstable and easily oxidized, no \1 isiblc 
change or oxidation was observed on polished sections of the eutectic 
stored in ambient atmosphere. 
I 
The alignment of tl1e structure was obtained solely by controlling 
t:he rate of heat extraction. This result is in contradict ion witl, the 
findings of Yim and Stofko (12) who found it necessarv to use an ap-, . 
plied magnetic field of 500 Oe during solidification in order to obtain 
an aligned structure. Measurements \.;itl1 a ~todcl DSSS gaussmcter from 
Dyna Empire, Inc. showed that no measureable field ,,..·as 1)rcscr\t ir1 the 
• 
•\ 
,. 
'· 
• 
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ft1.mace: d·uring solidification. 
The occurrence of degenerate structures similar to those obtained 
·for Bi-MnBi at slow growth rates have been observed in a11ot:1er ., \ • " .. ~- • (:111!1 > f •"'°' \. WII ,. (14) but the reason £or tl1eir occurrence is not clear. Colonies ap-
pear at fast growth rates and tl1e)' c;u1 be u11<lcrst0Dd in 
regularities of the solid-liquid ir1tcrfacc prodt1ccd t)y~ 
,.. 
0 • 
' 
. 
l r-terms 
. 
. 
-0"'1s· • ..... • •· • "'n \.. , • 1... • 1. i.., t. jj. tn · -
al supercooling. The radial distribution of • tnc rods at fast 
rates is due to the insu£ficient rate of heat cxtr;1ction. It is gen-
¢rally accepted that the rods grow perpendicular to • t h t:• 
' ' "" 
1 . . . . . . SO l (! - i : ~; \J l d 
interface (15) so that at fast gro\tJtl1 rates tl1e interface tends to 
be concave (Figure 26) . Li vi ngs ton, et a 1. , ( S) l1a vc si10\,;r1 tlta t the 
1I1a-ximum speed at which a flat interface can be mair1tai:-1c<l is irJronor-: : 
tional to 1//r where r is the radius of the ingot. *D1crcf(>rc, 
in order to increase the growth rate and still maintain a parallel 
str.ucture with a £lat interface, the diaJncter of tlie cn1cible sl1ould 
be decreased. 
The expected relation between rod size and gro\tt'th rates, d2R • C • 
where C is a constant, for eutectic solidification is not adhc:~ed 
to over the range of solidification rates used in th i s s t t1 d Y ( F i r:11 re 2 7 ) • .. """ .,._.., This is evidently due to the met11od of mcasuri 11g d , \tt·h ich is ti1c 
weighted average of the rod size over tl1e \.;r1olc sectior1. TI1crcforc, 
at slow and fast growth rates, d takes into accou;,,t boti1 tr,c coJ.rsc 
structure of the degenerate region and the colony region. r.o.1scqt.icnt ly • 
d2R is larger at fast and slow growth rates than at medium r·ates where 
I 
,1,\ 
\ 
.r 
1 
\ 
., 
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the structure is regular. The relation d2R = C has been verified 
:by several authors (16), (17), and (18) where d was mcast1rcd well 
away from any perturbed area. It should be noted that tl1c relation 
d2R = C has been more satifactorily verified for cases wl1cre d re-
fers to t·he interlamellar or interred spaci11g I·ati1cr • tnc rod 
s-ize. This is the case for the Ni-\~ eutectic (19). TI1c rods are 
:faceted over the whole range investigated but this cl1aractcristic 
is less marked at fast growth rates. A decrease in tl1c deprcc of 0 
faceting with increasing growth rates has also been obscr,,c<l by 
Ecklemeyer in the Mg-Mg2Ni system (14). At fast growth rates, the 
:growth difference between preferential and noni)refercntial t)lanes 
would not have time to become important. ;\ more ci rcul a.r rod t;i,e 
structure would thus be expected and is observed. 
Yim and Stofko (12) using a zone melting technique, seeded by 
a Bi single crystal, found the Bi trigonal ax.is to l)c pcrpcndicu-
lar to the rods. This orientation was actt1ally i;np()scd by ' .... ., *~. L •' .._. 
vious orientation of the original Bi sir'lgle cryrstal. ~oothovcn \tan 
Goor and Zij lstra (13) using a zone melting tecl1nique more similar 
to the present investigation found the Bi trigon~1l axis paral lcl to 
the rods. In both cases, a magnetic field was applied alor1g the ~rowth 
"-· 
J 
direction. Although no field was used during solidification in the 
present work, triangu·lar etch pits in the Bi matrix in transverse 
section (Figure 12) appear to indicate that the trigonal axis of Bi 
is. parallel to the rods. The two previous investigations on Bi-~·1n8i 
(12) and (13) have found the MnBi phase to be single crystal by· x-ray 
diffraction studies. 1he MnBi C-axis, which is the axis of easy tnag-
netization was found to be parallel to the rods. We have also found 
- 19 -
the easy .magnetization of Bi-f'.inBi to be parallel to the rods. Con-
sequently, it appears tl1at tl1e C-axis of tl1c !·tnBi is ;,a ra 11 c 1 to 
the rods and to the growth direction, and that the 
of the rods belong to the [0001] zone. Th e f a l. r 1 \~ r, o· , 1 1'~_ ... 1; ...... ---- ~ ~ ,·.r; '9: -: r ~-. «.- . :I: . i.. , l.,j, • j ' .. .. ~ i, .. • ,,. " ._ -~ ., ... - ... :,. . 
. of the facets from one rod to anotl1er is a stror1g i11dicatio:1 t:-~a.t all 
the rods have the same crystallog1~apr1ic oricr1tation. TI1c alignment 
between the faceted MnBi rod stTucture ar1<l ti1c triar·,r:tilar etch pit 
in the Bi .matTix indicates a simple crystallograpl1ic relation be-
tween the two phases. 
' . 
Magnetic Properties 
The magnetic properties are found to be a strong function of the 
growth rate. The hysteresis curve shown in Figure 20 indicates that 
the area under the curve decreases to zero as the gro\.;th rate reaches 
300 cm/h. Thus, at very fast growth rates (300 ar1d t).30 • tnc 
magnetization is reversible and no hysteresis or an is ot ro:1v 
.. ~ 
• :son-
·served. Because of the large crystalline anisotropy· of ~·mBi , the ab-
sence of a preferred magnetization direction is evidently· due to the 
poor alignment of the. rods at these hig11 gro\•;tl1 rates. 
Noothoven van Goar and Zijlstra (13) have published the only 
hysteresis curve available for a unidirectional 11~ so 1 i di :-i GJ Bi-~·~nBi 
eutectic. Their material was grown at 48 cm/h and m.af~nctic 
-ments :made parallel to the rods at room temperature yielded a s100oth 
I 
, ' 
• 
. ' 
'\ 
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cu:tve·. By then making the same measurements at 77°K they found a 
-co.nstJ.·icted loop. They concluded this constricted loo1) to l)c due to 
t_he· presence of two different magnetic pl1ascs, one being tr1c normal low· temperature MnBi and the otl1er a ne\.; unkno\•ln ~b1Bi ,. :)n as c • 
• 
Tnis pha-se was proposed to have a Curie temper .. atuJ·e of 240°K and would 
be paramagnetic at room temperature. TI1e>r also found tr1at both ti,e 
room temperature and the 770K loops \.Jere sl1i fted t1p;,;ards. Ti1is \a:as 
interpreted as a strong remanant magnetization 1n one of the 1)i1ases 
caused by the field applied during solidification. 
While similar observations of a constricted loop have been made, 
i:Il the present investigation, it should be 11oir1tcd ot1t that. ti1csc were 
observed at ·room temperature. Furthe1m0I·e, tl1e "" - •- t . .,.. C O & .~d.\.,,J4 
..... 
the loop appears to be strongly influenced only· by· the f;ro,,,t:1 rate. 
-If the idea of two ferromagnetic phases prodt1cing a constricted loop 
is assllllled, then neither of the pl1ases prcsc:lt ir1 ou1" samr>lcs ca.r1 be 
the new unknown phase, described by Nootl1ovcn van Goor and Zijlstra, 
which would be paramagnetic at room tem1)erature . 
. Some other difficulties with their results might be pointed out. 
·:Guillaud (20) has shown that the crystalline a11isotropy of ~·!nBi 
:decreases rapidly with temperature and that tl1e easy magnetization 
direction becomes perpendicular to the C-axis at 84°K. 111c r.1casure-
ments of Noothoven van Goor and Zij lstra were made below th is tcr:1i)Cr-
ature and thus appear to be very confusing. Also, resistivity, Hall 
effect, Seebeck coefficient and magnetoresistance measurements between 
·, 
.. :21 -
:77o·K and 300°K made by these authors and by Yim and Stofko (12) in-
dicate the absence of any pl1asc c11angc in tl1is tcm1)cratt1rc range for 
the Bi-MnBi eutectic. Similar mcast1rcmcnts on bulk 
Kondo (21) also corroborate the absence of a low tcmncraturc ~hase • • 
change. These latter measurements are not st1bjcct to anr t:"wsking ef-
fect that might be produced by the Bi mat r 1 x. Finally J s i nee i :1 the 
present work no magnetic field was applied during 
shift· of the hysteresis curves (which we also observed) be 
explained in terms of a remanant magnetization. On tr1c other hand, 
it is not unexpected that the minor l1ystcrcsis 1001) for an assembly 
of fine particles should be shifted from the origin. 
In spite of the disagreement between the details of the present 
work and that of Noothoven van Goor and Zijlstra, .. .. .. tne 1d.ca 
two ·"phases" is supported by the way in 1nfr1ich the constricted loop 
-sh.own in Figure 18 can be decomposed into the t\iO loops shown in 
Figure 28. 
Al though the shape of the constricted loop is unusual, there are 
a number of cases for w11ich they have been 11rev ious l '/ reno rt ed. ... ,. 
... 
~- ... 1n1s 
·is the case for nickel (22) \a/hich has been cold dra~n ar1ti ?a.rtial ly 
annealed, while complete annealing ga\,e a smootr1 loop. Tnereforc, it 
was assumed that the .simultaneous presence of fully annealed and u.n-
annealed nickel gave rise to a constricted looo vcn"' s i r.1i la r ~ . • .. ·O .. '" ,11.• '- .... i .... 
one shown in Figure 18. The existence of constricted looi1s is also 
reported for the Perminvars (23) • Although no good explanation for 
the existence of these constricted loops was found, it w·as noted ti1at 
.... 
.... 22: . ._,, 
tl1e ·c·QJ1Strict·ion was sensi ti-ve to annealing and it was presumed that 
sortle form of atomic ordering process was involved (24) . 
MnBi has a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (2S) . The magnetic 
anisotropy is the dependence of the i11tc1·-nal energy· on tile <li.rcction 
of spontaneous magnetization. Uniaxial a11isotro:1v r:1ca;1s that i. ' 
is only one crystallographic direction of easy marnct i ::at i 071, ( __ ., as op-
posed to cubic anisotropy \•.rhicl1 l1as 3 directions of easy· magncti,a-
., 
tio.n. 
When irreversible rotation magnetization is asstmed for substances 
wi,th uniaxial anisotropy, the tl1eoretical magnet i :.J.t i 0:1 ct1:·ves as si1own 
in Figure 29 (26) are obtained. As Suml. ng t·111· s__ ...... _o ,: • 1 
- I, I\, .._H,.; l, I l. t t .. :-.1 tl ·o··_.- C -- "- ... .._ "'~ • \.. \A Ji• 
eluded that the rods are not all perfectl}' parallel to ti1e field since , 
a rectangular loop is not observed for an)' of tl1e gro\•tth rates investi-
gat_ed. The decomposed loop as sho\tJn in FiguT·c 28 t • • • c a n D c c a;:--; o a r c d. ,.._. l t n 
the theoretical loop where e ~ 300. 
p:riate to quantitatively explain the magnetization parallel to tb.c rods 
because the rod alignment for the sample gTO\iin at 2. 2 cn/11 is within 
10° of the growth axis. 
The :model is qualitatively 1n0re satisfactory for the magnetization 
curves where 8 =goo, i.e., perpendicular to tl1c easy ~1:<is .. ....-inc ex-
perimental magnetization curves perpendicular to the rods arc linca1 
ana have little or no hysteresis for all the growth rates investigated. 
• 
... 
.,· 
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The demagnetization curves obtained after saturation (Figures 21, 22 
' 
and 23) are qual i tat i vel y tl1e same as tl1e ca~u i \'al cnt • tne 
m·:i.nor hysteresis loops sho\.,rn in Figures 18, 19, a:1t! 20. F o r t :1 c s 1 ow growth rates, the demagnetization cunles after satttratiort at lOb.DOD Oc 
are nearly identical to tl1e ones after magrict i ::at.ion at 14,000 Oc. !low--
ever, for n1cdium and fast gro\a:tl1 I·J.tcs the sat11r3tiot1 process increased 
and signi£icantly. 
slow growth rates can probably explain \•.-11)" a field 1 .• ,000 Oc is able to almost reach satu1·ation par;ill cl to ti1e rods. On tllc other ha:tid, :·at medium and fast gro\"lth rates tl1c more ran<lonl:,,- oriented struc-ture requires high fields to reacl1 saturation. 
Yim and Stofko (12) have reported measu1 .. emcnts on initial mag-
netization perpendicular and parallel to the C av l. "' Co· r -,,...,_~l' i 
. 
ally solidified Bi-t-.1nBi eutectic groh~r1 at 0. 6 cm/i1. This gro·-,t:1 rate 
·t.s ·slower than the gro\t1th rates used in . . tn1s i n\·cs ti ga t io11 .. ~~ Thcv re-.. 
·port a saturation moment of 0.92 emu/g of ~·1n8i-Bi ctitcctic. n1is is 
consistent with our remanant value of about O. 8 emu/ g for t:1c ;is 
cast· structure and for the slo\•.rest gro\.;tl1 rate. TI1e field necessary 
:.to saturate the MnBi rods in tl1eir 
• to tne at right ant!l cs 
. St)cc 1mcns ... 
C-axis was estimated, by extrapolation, to be about 42,00J Oc. Using this extrapolated value of the saturation field, a value of 
72 emu/g for the saturation moment of ~h1Bi and a density· ,.raluc of 8.6 g/cm3 £or MnBi at room temperature, the anisotro~):.· constant. for the MnBi in their specimen was found to be 13 x 106 crg/crn3. 
j." 
"). ... 
·". 
.. 
This -~n:i·sotropy constant is actually the sum of t\vO different contri-
butions_: a major portion arising from the crystal anisotroI)Y of ~{nBi 
K = 11.6 x 106 erg/cm3 ·crystal. 
and :a ,·minor .one·· due to shape anisotropy 
K 
shape - 21r[12 (8.6)] 212 = 1.2 
I 
) 
x 106 erg/cm3 I , 
) -assuming MnBi rods to be infinitely long and nonintcrsecting. 
tl1e theoretical value expected is 
K = K + K = 12.8 x 106 erg/cm3 crystal shape 
• 
:which is in good agreement with tl1eir experimental value of 
13 x 106 erg/cm3. 
(3) 
Thu.s. 
Heikes (27) has reported a magnetic transformation to take 
Belo\.,r this tcmt)cra turc tl1e nor·ma l low ... 
MnBi originally observed by Guillat1d is 
.and to have a saturation moment of 76 emu/ g at room + t•r-·1 n·1· -.. •· • 'l"'C L .._.., d •. """ <-lo \.,. ti • .. 
Specimens quenched from above 633°K were still found to be ferro-
magnetic but were observed to have a saturation moment of only· 
30 emu/g at room temperature. This phase was found to possess a 
similar Ni As structure to that of the lo\'t' temperature ~"1r,Bi phase 
but with slightly different values for tl1e lattice constants. Upon 
annealing at temperatures above room temperature but below the trans-
formation temperature of 633°K the quenched pl'iase slo .. · ly reverted to ... 
• 
• 
·,. 
.l 
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the low temperature MnBi phase. If this pl1ase was quenched in during 
the unidirectional solidification of tl1c nrcscnt S;.L1lr)lcs, a saturat:.on ~ . 
magnetization of the quencr1ed higl1 tcra;)cI·~;.:tirc ~·h18i 
eutectic should be 30/76 x 0.92 = 0 • 36 Ci:~tl/ s:!. 
•. 11 111 C ! ... ,-_·• .. """. -_1 ~· -·1, ., • l., • .- . ._t:.to-.1(.~ ... ..., 
tion of the sample gro\-:n at 2.2 crn/h (Figure 21) l1as a • v a r tl c c o n s :._ s : en t 
with these calculations. It is tl1cJ·cforc believed that . , ' ~ t tl c n 1 g :, t ~ pc r-
ature MnBi p 11a s e is being q u enc 11 c d 111 a 11 o f th c ... ~ o.· '!"'_· .. .
the slowest growth rate of 0.83 cm/11 (Figt1rc 21) .. TI1e ~·~18: :ji-.:-1.:=.c~ i11 
this slow growth rate sample is tl1e normal lo\.; tcmi1eraturc ' 
. ...,, . . 
• -~, •• • "'"" •. , ""l:_ t:. ... ' ... " .. 1 ,i. ~' •• ;-,li,_:,/1 '-' .. 
. and is consistent with the findir1gs of Yim and Stofko ~ at atlOUt • tf\C S ru:10 
growth rate. The constricted na tuI·e of t11 c loo:) s for t ?1c s lo·,.; a:1d nc-. 
dium growth rate conditions may then be • • • 1ntcr:1rctc,1 1n tc1~s .. ~ . ,·-... •- •~ 1'-.oi· ~ ~J '°' i.... H (.; 
presence of the two ferromagnetic pl1ases 1 .. cportcd ll}" licii:cs. ,\t faster 
growth conditions the random natur .. e of tl1c rods is t!1c prc,lominant 
factor controlling the shape of the magncti::ation and demagnetization 
curves. 
The. plot of the intrinsic coercive force lici versus rod size 
(rigure 25) shows a maximum at 'about . microns. TI1crc is 2 
ab·ly good agreement with Guillaud's data for particle s12cs larf:cr 
than •' '"Ill.1 crons. l·ic i • I '· 1 • .f1 ,,. ..... The increase of decreasing particle 
3 
diameter could be explained as a conscaucncc of incrcas i.:1f' " 
So .. 
ies in the nucleation of-magnetization reversal ( 28) • TI1c 
energy £avors unifonn 111agnetization througl1out the crystal wlli le ti1c 
1nagnetostatic ener&J· tends to form an inl1omogcncous tnagnetization con-
• 
,. 
t 
i 
.. 
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figuration ,~hich lowers the magnetos ta tic energy. The exchange forces 
are short-range forces. Hence, in a suf fi ci cnt ly sma 11 crys t.a.: 
pxedbminate over the long-range magnetostatic forces. TI1crcforc, one 
exp·ects a sufficiently smal 1 crystal to tend to remain uniformly mag-
.n.eti,zed in arbitrary uni form external fields. 
B:ec·ause of the proposed presence of two magnetic phases in the 
Bi-MnB·i eutectic, it is impossible to inter·1)rct t:1c cL1rve of ir1trin-
sic ·coercive force versus rod size in a straightfon~ard manner at the 
·present time. Despite the proposed pl1ase cl1angc near tl1c ma..ximtlr.l in 
the curve (due to the changing gro\.,rtl1 rate), tl1e continuous natt1re of 
the. curve and the agreement with Guillaud' s wo1 .. k coulcl tJc t.a~:e:1 to in-
dicate a coercive force predominantly controlled by particle s1::c and 
.the: orientation of the rods. If it is assumed t11at there is little 
~ifference in the critical domain size beth·ccn :ll1 as es 
• 
·(1:>oth ferromagnetic and both with similar ~ii\s strtlCttJI"CS) • tnc ::-.4x-
imum in the curve can be associated \-:ith tl1e onset of single ferro-
magnetic domain behavior. The critical single <lo:7.ain si1.c for ~·tnBi 
particles was reported by \~eil (29) to be O. 8 1:1icron \,;t1i le the ·..:al 1 
thi·ckness was 200 angstroms. Ho\vever, Kittel (30) t • l notes tnat sin~ e 
·domai'n particles should have a very low initial permcabilit)~. 11,is 
is. not consistent with the high initial permeabilities fot1nd in tl1e 
present investigation and previously reported for bulk ~lnBi (31). 
..... 
Unlike the case for Fe (32) the drop of llci for rods smal 1 er than 
2 microns cannot be explained in terms of su1)crparamagnetic theory· (33) 
because the critical size of superparamagnetic ~1nBi particles would 
., 
·' 
·, 
• 
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be about 60 angstroms (34). The effect of a.nneal ing on l1ci . 1n 
this case might then be attributable to a . . T""i ~ (_ ,._ '  n ,,._ ... ,~ , . ... .._ . . . ~ .. ~. -~- -- i._ hltsJ.b ..... I.,,,\.)."'! ... J. _.,\...I.. ,i,, • '- effect on 
the coercive force. \villi ams, et al . , (31) 
value for the rnagnetostriction coefficient at saturation 11crrcnst!ic-
ular to the X = -800 x 10-6 . Bccat1sc ... Ot 3\ 
C-axis of ~lnBi , 
contraction of bismuth upon solidification, large 
can be expected in the solidified eutectic and ' ,- . ~ tncrcrore tr1c exist-
enc:e of magnetostrictive fields is quite probai)lc, 1)articular1,~ at 
f:a.st growth rates . Upon annealing, incr1...·ascd • '), - .a i " C: . .... tactor of 
,3. at fast growth rates while it increased by only 40~~ for slo• 
g·rowth rates. 
On the other hand, the shape of the l·fci versus d curve could 
indicate a change in the p~oportions of each of tl1e pi1ascs 
change in growth rate. In this case, the annealin~ 
dicate a return to the normal low temperature \ ""'" Q 1·, ,'U i lc-J · 
. " 
with a 
could in-
levelling off of the value of coercive force after a critical single 
ferromagnetic domain size has been ac11ieved. Further studies on the 
temperature dependence of the magnetic 1)ro:1crti,cs 
ture of both the annealed and unannealecl samples arc .. 
st rt1c-
•,) •'_, .. ~ ,~·- - ,-~ i. ""- .,.._ \~ .... '""" 
any definitive interpretation can be m.adc for tl,c relation l1ct·f'i·ccn 
coercive force and particle size. Also, better solidification control 
is required before the complications caused bv ra1-:1.!c)~.: :at ion of the 
MnBi rods with respect to the field can be eliminated . 
.. 
'• 
... 
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CONCLUSIONS 
.1. The structure of the unidirectionally solidified Bi-,•tnBi 
eutectic grown at rates varying fI·or:i to 630 ' . ~ .... ·-- f ,"1 _,.- o· n ~ ... ,/ ... '*,...' .• ., 0.83 
sists of ~1nBi rods in a Bi matrix. i\t slow rates t:1ere 
is a degenerate structure while at fast growth rates colony 
formation is found. 
:2. The rods are highly faceted and the degree of faceting 
:tend~. to decrease as the gro\.Jth rate is increased. 
-~. The magnetization curve for the slo\vest gro\1ith rate agrees 
with the previous findings of Yim and Stof':(O (12). 
-4'. The magnetization curves for the fast growth rates are 
nearly isotropic and the magnetic properties are controlled 
,·by randomization of the MnBi rods. 
s.. The constricted nature of the l1ysteresis loops for gro\,th 
rate from 2.2 to about 10 crn/11 indicate tl1e presence of 
two magnetic MnBi phases as previously reportcJ by licikes. 
The presence of two magnetic phases is caused by· tr1e qucnci1ing 
effect of the unidirectional solidification. 
·.6:. The relation between Hci and d appears s imi 1 ar to particle 
.size effects noted in other systems; however quantitative inter-
pretation is hampered by the simul tancous presence o ( :1oss ib ly 
both a variation in the quantities of the two l)hascs and random-
ization of the rods. 
·, 
·~·. 
• 
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FIGURE 4 VIBRATING S.AMPLE MAGNETCMETER 
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FIGURE 5 ORIENTATION OF TiiE MAGNETIC SPECIMENS Wini RESPECT 
TO THE INGOTS 
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.. FIGlJRE 6 TRANSVERSE SECTION OF INOOT GROWN AT 0,83 0-VH 
Ml\GNIFICATIO~J 158JX 
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FIGURE 7 TRANSVERSE SECTION OF INGOT GROWN AT 0.83 01/H 
t-1\AGNIFICATION 1560X 
(DEGENERATE STRU:TUR,E) 
(THIS FIGURE IS FROM lME SAME CROSS-
SECTION AS lliAT OF FIGURE 6 BUT NtAR 
TI-iE EDGE OF THE SPEClt"LEN) 
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FlGlJRE 8 ELECTRON MICRCXJRAPH OF ANNEALED S~J"PLE GRO~N AT 0.83 crvt/H - ML\GNIFICATION 9100)< 
(t-OTE 11-iAT 11-iE ROUGH TEXTURE AT mE 
BOTIOfvl OF THE PIT CORRESPOi\IDS TO 
111E MNB r PHASE • Tri rs ~A Y BE cavr-
PARED TO FIGURE ]2 • ) 
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FIGURE 9 ELECTRON MI CRCXJRAPH OF UN-ANNEAl ED SM~1PLE GR()l,tlN 
AT 0.83 01/H - MAGNIFICATION 910JX 
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FIGURE 10 TRANSVERSE SECTION OF INOOT GROf.lN AT 5.1 0-'IH 
fv1AGNIFICATI0N 159JX 
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FIGURE ll aEcTRoN Mr CROCiPAPH oF ovrnETrnrn TRANSVERSE 
SECTION INGOT GROWN AT 39 O'VH 
fv1AGNIFICATI0N 5570X 
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FIGURE 12 ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF LIGHTLY ETCt1ED mA~·lS\'ERSE 
: SECTION GRO\~N AT 5. 2 CI·~/H - r~"'G;~ IF IC/'.~: G~ ~ 15,0JJX • 
(NOTE ALI Gf'fv1ENT BETVJEE~J ROD ~/\CETS fa.rill 
TRIAJ'JGULAR PITS IN BI-i·'ATRIX) 
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--FIGllRE 13 ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF FRACTUREµ SURFACE OF I f<•C-OT 
GROr\lN AT 30J CMIH - t'LAGi~IFICJ\TIOi',J l7,8)JX 
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FIGURE 14 TRANSVERSE SECTION OF It.8:>T GROrlN AT Il1 (J4H 
MAGNIFICATION 310X 
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FIGLJRE 15 LONGITIJDINAL SECTION OF INOOT GRO'n'N AT 9 0-VH 
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FIGURE 18 HYSTERESIS CURVES PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR TO lHE 
RODS - GRCMTH PATE = 2.2 G'-VH 
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· FIGURE 19 HYSTERESIS CURVES PARAl_l EL AND PERPE.NDICULAR TO THE 
RODS - GROiffl-1 RATE = 9 cWH 
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FIGURE 20 HYSTERESIS CURVE .PARAU..EL AND PERPE~[)ICll..AR ro lHE 
RODS - GRCWil-i PA TE = 63~ O'·VH 
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FIGURE 21 DEMAGNETIZATION CURVES AF I ER SA TURATI Ot~ FOR ut,r-ANt~EALED AND AN~JEALED SA~PLES 
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FIGURE Z2.A DEMAGNETI ?ATION .CURVES AFTER SAT1RATI0~J Fffi UN-ANNEALED SAMPLES -
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DEfv'lAGNETI?ATION CURVES AFfER SATURATION FOR UN-
ANNEALED SAfv'IPLES - MED1u·1 GROlITrl P~TE 
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FIGURE 23 DEfvtl\GNETIZATION CURVES AFTER SATURATION FOR U~r ANNEALED AND ANNEAi ED SN1PLES 
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FIGURE 25 CURVE OF INTRINSIC COERCIVE FORCE VERSUS ROD SIZE 
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. FIGURE 26 SHAPE OF LIQUID-SOI-ID INTERFACE 
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FIGURE '27 CURVE OF d 2R = OONSTANT 
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FIGURE 28 DECOMPOSITION OF THE CONSTRIClED l.DOP OF FIGURE 18 
INTO l'WO LOOPS 
(NOTE 'THAT TI--lE ADDITIONAL MAGMETI7...ATI0N IN 
THE CONSTRICTED LOOP DUE TO T~~E ~.''j\LL_f:R 
LOOP MUST BE EQUAL TO 1HE TOT;\L Hr: I G:-~T Of' 
THE Si"lALi_ER LOOP OR ELSE CLOSURE IS ~~OT 
rvv\INTAINED) 
.. (REF. 35) 
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fv\AGNETIZATION CURVES OF MATERIALS ,,.JITrl Ui1JIAXIAL ANISOTROPY ASSUMING IRREVERSIBLE ROT;\TIOi·~ .'-~J\G-NETIZATION 
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TABLE I 
PURITIES OF THE ELE~tE~7S 
American Smelting and 
Refining Company 
99. 999 Bisrnutl1 
Grade A-58 Lot#S-63-P 
A·g· 
A.I 
·ca. 
C:d 
·c-r 
Cu 
Fe 
:111.. 
Mg 
·Mn: 
. . . 
:N:i. 
Pb 
Sb 
Si. 
:Sn 
T:1. 
:.Zn 
Impurities in 
Parts Per Million 
3 
N. D • 
N.D • 
N. D • 
N .D • 
<l 
N .D • 
N.D • 
s 
N .D • 
N .D • 
2 
N. D. 
<l 
N.D • 
N.D • 
N.D • 
' 
{N. D. denotes ''NONE DETECTED" by standard spectrographic methods) 
Union Carbide Corporation .. 
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